Client:Mr.Basil Industry: Architecture and InteriorURL: www.panoramcgi.comCampaign Type:
SEO

SHILABShad the privilege to work for a renowned Architecture and Interior design site. The result of
Panoramcgi.com project included an in depth white paper discussing the SEO industry and practices that
lead to successful campaigns; In addition, Panoramcgi project produced a one hour broadcast "Search
Engine Marketing: The Primary Ingredient of your Marketing Mix.” The E-broadcast was
conducted by Subhrajit Swain CEO of SHILABS LLC.
The Challenge:
Entrepreneur wanted to increase their online traffic and had a huge number of articles. SEO was a
natural tactic that could be used to accomplish this goal but it was something Entrepreneur had not
looked at with any level of seriousness in the past. When Entrepreneur started investigating SEO, only
5% of their website had any type of search engine optimization implemented. Optimizing this archive
for search would be a huge task and entrepreneur knew it. SHILABS LLCthen explained to
Entrepreneur that they would optimize the articles by building a spider for the XML article database
and changing in the website design. In doing this SHILABS LLCillustrated a level of transparency
other SEO providers did not match.
The Results:
The ROI of the stage 1 activities have been astronomical. In a typical month since the Optimization
process has taken place Entrepreneur has seen an estimated return of investment (Calculated by
determining the revenue from additional number of click-through since they began the SEO program,
minus the SEO expenses incurred).
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Keyword ranking report:

Keywords
Swimming pool
renderings
Golf course
renderings
Golf course graphics
3D Renderings in
Florida

Website URL

Rank in
Target Market

https://www.panoramcgi.com/swimming-pool-renderings

1

https://www.panoramcgi.com/golf-course

1

https://www.panoramcgi.com/golf-course

6

https://www.panoramcgi.com/

2

Snapshot:
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Client:GarrettIndustry:ShoppingURL: www.escapefolsom.comCampaign Type: SEO

The Challenge:
Escape Folsomhad NO ORGANIC rankings when they began working with SHILABS LLC; however,
they had no rankings within Google. When forming a relationship with SHILABS LLC, their goal was
to get more traffic to the website and to take over the page 1 ranking.
The Strategy:
After a brief conversation with theirsteam, we offered them a package which was designed to achieve
their ranking goals and also fit the client’s budget. In addition, we created customized SEO best
practices. We also trained their content writers and page developers on SEO content best practices
which are still in place today.
The Results:
The ROI of the stage 1 activities have been astronomical. In a typical month since the Optimization
process has taken place Entrepreneur has seen an estimated return of their spend money(calculated by
determining the revenue from additional number of click-through since they began the SEO program,
minus the SEO expenses incurred). This was a true and quick success story. Organic search engine
rankings skyrocketed and thousands of previously not indexed pages were now being crawled regularly
by search engine spiders.




Unique visitors to the site doubled within the first two months after the optimization was
completed
300% increase in organic search engine traffic.
The client has given another site for SEO marketing.
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Keyword ranking report:
Keywords
escape room
historicfolsom
kid friendly escape
room Historic
Folsom
Historic Folsom
escape room
family friendly
escape room Historic
Folsom

Website URL

Rank in Target Market

https://escapefolsom.com/

1

https://escapefolsom.com/

1

https://escapefolsom.com/

1

https://escapefolsom.com/

1

Snapshot:

Client:Mr.Jeff Industry:Rechargeable Battery URL: https://www.circuitcell.com Campaign Type:
SEO
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The Challenge:
Circuitcell.com NO ORGANIC rankings when they began working with SHILABS LLC; however,
they had no rankings within Google. When forming a relationship with SHILABS LLC, their goal was
to get more traffic to the website and to take over the page 1 ranking.
The Strategy:
After a brief conversation with their steam, we offered them a package which was designed to achieve
their ranking goals and also fit the client’s budget. In addition, we created customized SEO best
practices. We also trained their content writers and page developers on SEO content best practices
which are still in place today.
The Results:
The ROI of the stage 1 activities have been astronomical. In a typical month since the Optimization
process has taken place Entrepreneur has seen an estimated return of their spend money(calculated by
determining the revenue from additional number of click-through since they began the SEO program,
minus the SEO expenses incurred). This was a true and quick success story. Organic search engine
rankings skyrocketed and thousands of previously not indexed pages were now being crawled regularly
by search engine spiders.




Unique visitors to the site doubled within the first two months after the optimization was
completed
500% increase in organic search engine traffic.
The client has given another site for SEO marketing.

Keyword ranking report:
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Keywords
Invisible Fence
Rechargeable Batteries
Rechargeable Invisible
Fence Brand Batteries

Website URL

Rank in Target Market

https://www.circuitcell.com/

1

https://www.circuitcell.com/

1

Invisible Fence
Batteries

https://www.circuitcell.com/

34

Invisible Fence Brand
Batteries

https://www.circuitcell.com/

11

Snapshot
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Client: Mr. AdamIndustry: Thrusting Machine URL: www.hismith.co.ukCampaign Type: SEO

The Challenge:
Thehismith.co.ukhad NO ORGANIC rankings when they began working with SHILABS LLC. They
had a contract with the company for 1st page ranking within 6 months of time frame.
The Strategy:
After having done some R&D on the client’s website, business nature, competitors and targeted market
we prepared an exclusive strategy for the hismith. We showcased our strategy to the client which she
liked and appreciated but she reminded us of the results. We finally worked on the prepared strategy and
within 6 months of time frame we gave a better ROI to the client. It has been now been over 16 months
client is working with us and very happy with the service.
The Results:
In 4-6 months since the Optimization process has taken place Entrepreneur has seen an estimated return
of investment (Calculated by determining the revenue from additional number of click-through since
they began the SEO program, minus the SEO expenses incurred).

Keyword ranking report:
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Keywords
cheap sex machine
uk
portable Hismith sex
machines
Sex Machines UK

Website URL

Rank in Target
Market

https://www.hismith.co.uk/

2

https://www.hismith.co.uk/sex-machines/515-hismithpro-traveler-portable-sex-machine-with-remotecontroller-kliclok-system.html

1

https://www.hismith.co.uk/

2

Adjustable Thrusting
https://www.hismith.co.uk/40-premium-sex-machine
Fucking Machine

1

Hismith Premium
Sex Machine

hhttps://www.hismith.co.uk/

1

Hismith Love Sex
Machine

https://www.hismith.co.uk/sex-machines/60-simulatingautomatic-love-machine-gun-55-6cm-retractabletelescopic-sex-gun-vibrator.html

3

Snapshot:
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Client: Jennifer Industry: EcommerceURL: www.poshpuppyboutique.comCampaign Type: SEO

The Challenge:
The Posh Puppy Boutiquehad a very few number of customers coming to their website with absolutely
no engagement when they came toSHILABS LLC. Our challenge was to work on fixing the entire
website’s on-page issues, creating potential links and social media profiles.

The Strategy:
After having fully scanned the website we fixed the URLs as per the keywords chosen by the client,
rectified the errors and overcame the lacunas on the website, created social media business profiles. A
custom Action Plan was prepared and showcased it to the client.This clientalso liked and appreciated but
she reminded us of the results. We finally worked on the prepared strategy and within 6 months of time
frame we gave a better ROI to the client.
The Results:
In 4 months since the Optimization process we were able to show the client a good progress and were
able to feel marginal increase in sales. It’s been more than 6 months now and they have grown very
much in terms of branding and revenue.
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Keyword ranking report:
Keywords

Website URL

Rank in
Target
Market

dog clothes

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/pages/apparel

15

dog boutique

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/

3

luxury dog
designer pet
products
designer pet
carriers
designer dog
carriers
cute dog clothes
designer dog
clothes
designer dog
collars
designer dog bags
luxury dog
accessories
designer pet
accessories
luxury dog bed

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/

10

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/pages/accessories

18

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/pages/collars

1

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/pages/carriers

1

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/pages/apparel

6

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/

14

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/pages/collars

14

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/pages/carriers

1

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/pages/accessories

7

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/pages/accessories

10

https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/collections/luxury-beds

7

designer dog beds https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/collections/luxury-beds
designer dog
https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/pages/bowls-feeders
bowls
fashionable dog
https://www.poshpuppyboutique.com/pages/carriers
carriers

7
6
1

Snapshot
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Client: Mr. NomyIndustry: MedicineURL: https://www.flyingmedicine.ukCampaign Type: SEO
and SMO

Background:
flyingmedicine.uk whenassigned the job to us had no ranking and was in very need of business. They
assigned us 6 months time to show better traffic along with business.
The Problem:
The webite wasn’t designed as per Google’s criteria which was resulting in reductions in organic traffic,
organic revenue, total keyword presence in the Search Engine Results Pages, or total pages indexed by
the Search Engines. There was an understanding that removing a product category from the site would
most likely lead to a decrease in all categories, but that through careful planning this decrease could be
minimized.
The Results:
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Multiple data points were used to track the progression of the flyingmedicine site over time to ensure
goals and expectations were met. All of this was achieved through the detailed process of mapping,
planning, auditing, and information sharing at regular intervals over the months. In 4 months of work,
roughly 50% of all keywords for the Shop flyingmedicine were in very good position. Out of all of the
keywords, less than 25 ranked on the first page. This meant that the additional keywords the
flyingmedicinestore ranked for on the first page of Google.

Keyword ranking report:
Keywords
EASA Pilot Medical
EASA CabinCrew Medical
FAA Medicals
Cabin Crew Medical UK
Class 2 Pilot medicals

Website URL
https://www.flyingmedicine.uk/
https://www.flyingmedicine.uk/cabin-crewmedicals-uk-caa-easa
https://www.flyingmedicine.uk/faamedicals-pilots-class1-2-3
https://www.flyingmedicine.uk/cabin-crewmedicals-uk-caa-easa
https://www.flyingmedicine.uk/class2-pilotmedical-faqs

Rank in Target Market
8
2
5
3
3

Snapshot:
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Client:GeorgeIndustry: TravelURL: www.discover.isCampaign Type: SEO and SMO
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Goal:
Bring the site in the first page of Google SERP for its different keywords.
Strategy:
Implement a research-backed keyword strategy for the site and creating ethical back links, LSI based
keywords optimization and following Google updated algorithm.
The Challenge:
The Discover.iswebsite is based on their keyword strategies off of out dated SEO practices. One of the
major challenges of this SEO project was to bring their sites up to speed with current SEO best practices
and optimize their content using insights into their customers. Since large technical changes were out of
the question for the project. Another challenge that we face of this project is for its very competitive
apartment keywords.
The Solution:
The SEO team performed keyword research for the site taking into account each type of housing that the
site is dealing with. Using that research, the team developed a keyword strategy for all of the main
categories and subcategories on the sites that would help direct content. We created 50 to 60 keywordoptimized custom Meta descriptions for each keyword for implementation. Prioritization was given to
the area Philadelphia.
The Results:
Applying a research-based LSI keyword strategy allowed Discover.is to target the customers they
wanted to reach and the site started improving on its targeted keywords. By working closely with the
www.shilabs.digital
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Discover.is team to understand their customers, SHI was able to help direct and implement optimized
site content, improving the quality ranking throughout the engagement. Demonstrating how to use the
keywords, where to use the keywords, and what to keep in mind when creating content in the future.
SHILABS LLCdelivered a comprehensive and scalable keyword strategy that produced significant
organic traffic growth.

Keyword ranking report:
Keywords
Custom tours in Iceland
Iceland Super Jeep Tours
Private Tour Iceland
Private Tours in Iceland

Website URL
https://discover.is/product-tag/private-tour-iniceland/
https://www.discover.is/product-tag/super-jeeptours/
https://discover.is/product-tag/private-tour-iniceland/
https://discover.is/product-tag/private-tour-iniceland/

Rank in Target
Market
9
10
10
8

Snapshot:

Client:PeteIndustry:ShoppingURL: www.byronbayloveoils.com.au Campaign Type: SEO
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The Opportunity:
ByronbayloveoilsisanOil businessAustralia online. Their Mission is to become the most trusted brand
that meets all requirements of the clients. They accomplish their mission by providing quality Services
and engaging with customers. They wanted to take the #1 spot for all the major keywords.
The Solution:
One of our assigned project manager, was tasked with figuring out how to improve overall organic
traffic to the website from non-branded keywords. With so many features, the existing page he had was
quite long and very dense. He decided that he would test creating individual pages for each of the
features. Each of these pages was specific to not only one feature, but also to one of the non-branded
keywords they wanted to rank for. He found these keywords through his analytics platform and Google
Webmaster Tools. He used some of the SHILAB’s tools to see how his test performed, not only in
regard to traffic gain, but also to see its behaviour.

The Results:
In the first couple of months organic traffic for non-branded keywords grew 12% along with
improvement in conversions. It then rolled out individual feature pages for the remaining pages and now
86% of all non-brand organic traffic is attributed to the new individual feature pages. Additionally,
byronbayloveoils.com.aunow claims 92% of the traffic from these keywords.

Keyword ranking report:
Keywords
Organic Black Seed Oil
Buy Black Seed Oil
Australia
Sea Buckthorn Oil

www.shilabs.digital

Website URL

Rank in Target
Market

https://byronbayloveoils.com.au/product/black-seedoil/

47

https://byronbayloveoils.com.au/black-seed-oil/
https://byronbayloveoils.com.au/organic-seabuckthorn-seed-oil/

45
39
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Snapshot:

Our content writing department produces minimum
Support team working on

4 MILLION words every year.

1,87,000+ Keywordsevery year.

210+ Keyword Analysis Reports and 184+ Vital Analysis
Reports arebeing prepared every year.
MULTI-LINGUAL WEBSITE OPTIMIZATION
We provide Multilingual SEO deals with offering optimized content for multiple languages or multiple
locations. Reaching an international audience is an opportunity that is now available to small and
medium businesses in a way that has never been possible historically. Many business owners create a
website and find that they are receiving international inquiries about their services, or receiving orders
from other countries. Although they expected their market would be local, or at best national.
With the vastly reduced price of international communication and shipping, a logical next step is to
launch a multilingual website.

Languages worked by SHILABS
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Spanish, 6%
Japanese, 2%

Dutch , 8%

Chinese, 4%

French, 9%

English, 64%

German, 7%

COUNTRIES SERVED
We have worked for almost all parts of the world in our 14 years of expertise.
Australia

Japan

Qatar

Canada

Korea

Russia

China

Latvia

Saudi Arabia

Cyprus

Malaysia

Spain

Ecuador

Mali

Sweden

Egypt

Mexico

Switzerland

France

Morocco

Thailand

Germany

Netherlands

United Arab
Emirates

India

Oman

United Kingdom

Italy

Peru

United States of
America
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Vietnam
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